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By
Prof. Dy. Ing. Y. [l]oRlyAMA and S. SAwA.

X, imtreduction,
Many liquid insulators are used in eleeerieal engineering, as, for

instance, transformer oil, switeh oll, or impregnaeing materials foy

fibrous insulating matter in eables. The mechanism, however, of
electrical discharge or electrical breakdown in these liquids, has as

yet, never been explalned with exaetness.

XX, A, rwikuradse's Wheory,

A few years ago one of the authors of the present study(i}
measured the euTrent‑voltage eurve as far as the breakdown voltage
in the Hquid, and attempted to explain the phenomena of the elee‑

trical breakdown. He was, however, unable to arrive at a complete
explanation.

A. Nikuradse{2) subsequently found that the eurrent‑voltage curve

is not changed by a reduetion in atmospheyie pressure, but the
breakdown voltage is redueed, i.e. the breakdown sometimes oceurs
on the lower siopes of the eurrent‑voltage curve. He(3) expressed
the current‑voltage curve by the ￡ollowing equation :

J = kectS.......................... (1)

where l‑wwCurrent
k == Saturation curyent
a = Ionization eonseant
8 = Distanee between electrodes
(l) Y.Toriyama, Archiv. f. Elel{t. I927. Bd.19.
(2) A.Nikuradse, Arehiv. f. Elekt. I931. Bd.25.
(3) A. Nil<uradse, Ann. d. Phys. I932. Bd.I3.
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The ionization constant, a was represented by the following equation.

a ‑ C(Ewwem) ..................... (2)

where C==Constane
llh= Constant
E = Mean electric field intensity
If the electric field intensity E reaehes a eertain value, the
eurrent I incyeases abruptly resulting in a breakdown. Nikuradse(!)
eoneluded from the experiment mentioned above, that there are two
kinds of eleetrie breakdown in liquid, i.e., the first is the direct

breakdewn of liquid, being expressed by the equations (1) and (2),
and is called ̀̀Ionization breakdown (Ionizierungsdurchsehlag)"; the

second is the breakdown in liquid under low atmospheyic pressure,

and is caused by the gas adsorbed on the electrodes and absorbed
in the liquid. This latter type he called, ̀̀Non‑ionization break‑
down (Nichtionizierungsdurehschlag) ", bnt it is not a theTmal pheno‑

menon, as asserted by Edler.(2) Rather, it is due to the breal<down
of the eombined dielectrics, i.e. ionizatlon by collision oecurs at first

in the adsorbed gas film, and then the moleeules of the Iiquid are
ionized.

･ XXX, Stuctyofwaleetriewareakdownbywteans

efswustwwgures, "
The authors(3) have been studying dust figures in liquid dielec‑
trics for several years, and have used these figures for the investi‑

gation of breakdown phenomena o￡ ]iquid insulators. There are two
kinds of dust figures in liquid; the one is twig‑like, as illustrated
in I]"ig.1, while the other is leaf‑lil<e, as shown in Fig.2. The
former is obtained by applying impulse voltage, and the Iatter by direet

eurrent voltage. These figures are obtained as follows:‑‑ the sheet
of insulatov and the eleetrodes are immersed ln the Iiquid, and the
(1) A.Nilcuradse, E. u. M. 1932. Heft34.
(2) H.Edler, Areh. f. Elel{t. I931. Bd.25.

(3) Y.Toriyama, Phys. Review. Vol.27, No.5, 1931.

k
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voltage is applied. Then whenthesheet is removed fromtheIiquid,
an electvie eharge will remain on its surface. By sprinkling a fine
powder containing a mixture of red lead and resin on the sheet, and
then carefully washing it in gasoline, a clear dust figure is produced.

The positive figure appears yellowish white, because of the resin,
while the negative figure is reddish owing to the red Iead.

s

Fig.1. PositiveDustFigureon

Fig.2. NegativeDustFigureon

Window Glass in Transformer Oil.
Impulse Voltage 39.5 kV. max.

Window Glass in Transformer Oil.

R.H.47% T.210C

R.H.43% T.180C

D.C. Voltage 28 kV.

When A. C. voltage is applied, the twig‑Iike and small leaf‑like

figures are produced as shown in Fig. 3. In the case of pulsating
voltage, the leaf‑like is produced so far as the applied intensity of

voltage is rather Iow, but the twig‑like figure sometimes appears
for rather high voltage. An example of such a figure is shown in
Fig. 4.

The current‑voltage curve in liquid dielectrics was measured
when applying D.C. voltage, and at the same time dust figures
wereobtained. The eurrent increases linearly with the voltage so
long as the voltage is low, but abruptly from a certain intensity of

voltage. Dust figures such as shown in Fig.2 are produced above
this critical voltage.
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Fig.3.DustFigureonWindow Fig.4.PositiveDustFigureon
Glass in Petroleum. Window Glass in Petroleum.
A.C. Voltage 31.5 kV. max. Pulsating Voltage 24.5 k.V.

R.H.42% T.210C R.H.55% T.200C

The electrodes EE were set on the plate insulator (cleaned
ebonite or glass) as shown in Fig.5, and voltage was applied be‑
tween the electrodes. A series of dust figures were obtained through
a gradual increase in the intensity of the voltage. In the case of
impu]se voltage, the positive figure appears at first, and then positive

and negative figuTes, such as shown in Fig. 6, are produced for the
higher intensity of the voltage. When the two figures intersect the

breakdown takes place. The streamers in liquids are more conduc‑
tive than those in gases.

‑

'‑Oil‑‑
MetalPlate
Fig. 5.

‑GlassorEboniteP!ate
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Fig. 6, Dust Figure on Window Glass in Petroleum.

Impulse Voltage 38.5 kV. max.

R.H.48% T.180C
In the ease of D. C. voltage the breakdown does not take place
even if the Ieaf‑like figures intersect. An example of such a case
is shown in Fig. 7. When the spark‑over oeeured clear dust figures
eould not be obtained, buttwig‑Iike traces of sparks were recognized,

so it seems reasonable to suppose, the bTeakdown is not caused by
the leaf‑like figure but by the twig‑Iike one. In the case of A.C.

Fig.

7. Dust Figure on Pyrex Glass in Petroleum.
Pulsating Voltage 40.5 kV.

R.H.579!, T.19eC
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voltage, when the twig‑like figures interseet, the sparl<‑over takes
place. It seems probable that the direct investigatj.on for breal<down

eannot be made by measuring the ionization eonstant a whieh is
deduced from the current‑voltage eurve. The ionization eonstant a
has an intimate yelation to the Ieaf‑]ike figure, but not to the twig‑
like one.

As has been said above, if the twig‑lil<e diseharges intersect, a

complete breal<down oecurs. Hence, in order to obtain aceurate
information concerning the mechanlsm of the breakdown phenomena,
the twig‑like discharges must be the primary field for investigation.
To this end impulse eoronas in liquid dielectries are being studied in

the authors' laboratory, and they hope to publish sorne of their
results in the near future.

To establish the fact that the twig‑lil<e discharge rather than
the leaf‑like pattern is the direct cause of breakdown, several experi‑

ments were eonducted. For instance the effeets of temperature or
atmospheric pressure on the size of the figures were measured. The
radius of the Ieaf‑Iike figure was found to increase with the inereas‑

ing temperaeure of the liquid insulator (O r‑ 600C), but that of the
twig‑like pattern formed by impulse or A. C. voltage, deereased with
temperature (‑10 ･‑t 700C)(i>. The charaeteristie feature of the twig‑

like figure is consistent with the fact that the breakdown of the
liquid iner'eases with temperature.

The size of the leaf‑like figure does not change aceordipg to the

atmospheric pressure, but the twig‑like figure inereases when the
atmospherie pressure is reduced. The breal<down vo]tage of the Iiquid

decreases with the reduetion of the atmospheric pressure.
When ehe absorbed gas in the liquid is degassed, the atmospheric
pressure eeases to affeet the size o￡ the twig‑like pattern (as shown

in Fig. 8) and also ceases to influenee the breakdown voltage of the
Iiquid.

(1) Y.Toriyama, Phys. Review. Vol. 37, No. 5, 1931.
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Fig. 8.
The leaf‑Iike figure was ordinarily produeed

by applying D. C.

voltage, but when the atmospheric pressure was

reduced and suM‑

cient intensity of voltage applied, occasionally a twig‑like figure,
such as shown in Fig. 9, was produeed.

lj'ty

x

Fig. 9. Positive Dust Figure on Window

Glass in Transformer Oil.
D.C. Voltage 49.2 kV.
Atmospheric Pressure 60 cm. Hg.

R.H. 43% T.180C
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In the case of pulsating vo]tage, the twig‑like figure was rarely

produeed, except when the atmospherie pressure was reduced, when
it occurred frequently. An example of such a pattern is found in
Fig. 10. When the liquid dielectric and the insulator sheet were
degassed, twig‑like patterns were produced by pulsating voltage with
diMeulty.

Fig. 10. Positive Dust Figure on Window Glass

in Tvansformer Oil.
Pulsating Voltage 28 kV.
Atmospherie Pressure 30 cm. Hg.

R.H.43% T.18eC
It seems, therefore, to be a fair presumption that there is an

intimate relation between the breakdown phenomenon and the twig‑
like diseharge, but not so with the leaf‑like pattern. The twig‑like
diseharge may be due to the local breakdown of the liquid, and also
to electronic phenomena. The leaf‑like figure may have no direct
relation to breakdown and be an ionie phenomenon.

IV, Conelusion.
Study of these experiments may fairly lead to the conclusion
that there are not two kinds of‑ breakdown as A. Nikuradse asserts,

but only one. In the case of oil which has not been degassed, the
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twig‑like discharge easily takes place under low atmospherie pressure.

We now know, howevev, that the meehanism of breakdown is not
different from that under higher atmespheric pressure. The break‑
down of the liquid is eaused by the twig‑Iil<e diseharge, and the

breakdown voltage depends upon whether the twig‑like discharge
can or cannee take plaee easily. The gas adsorbed on the surface
o￡ the eleetrodes and absorbed iit the liquid aets as an agent in
making easy the twig‑like diseharge.
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